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The internet might be full of irrational lunatics, but you can depend on them for one thing: when they're annoyed about something, they will create a web page in an attempt to sort it out. Anger motivates people.

And despite selling in the bazillions since it was launched, Apple's iPhone is making people angry. Yes, it does have a sexy touch-screen interface; yes, it does have an online store full of applications that get more interesting and exciting by the day, and usually cost less than a fiver.

That's why there's a new site called "Please fix the iPhone" (www.pleasefixtheiphone.com). It's pretty simple. Anyone (it helps if they're an iPhone user) can submit ideas for things they'd like to see on the iPhone. And anyone can vote for those ideas. The popular ones float to the top.

Although most iPhone users love their pocket computer gadgets, there are some very irritating limitations of owning one. The iPhone does not support Flash on web pages (Apple says it drains the battery too fast). The iPhone does not support sending photos by SMS. The iPhone cannot be used as a 3G wireless modem for your laptop (even though it is perfectly capable of this). Most horrifying of all, the iPhone does not support copy and paste.

So the users are making their voices heard. Nearly 5000 people have voted for copy and paste. Over 3500 for Flash support. Nearly 10000 want to be able to use Firefox as their browser. 

If Apple's record is anything to go by, it won't publicly acknowledge this web site. But if and when any of these things appear in future iPhone software updates, the iPhone Fixers will have something to tick off their list.

+ A load of hassle +

Sometimes it's really helpful to have someone (or something) giving you a gentle reminder about things you might forget. HassleMe (www.hassleme.co.uk) is a web site that will do just that, for free. Just go along, throw in your email address and the text that you want the service to send you, and roughly how often you want it sent, and that's it. You'll have to click a link in an automated email to confirm that you really want to be nagged and hassled, but after that HassleMe will, well, hassle you. 

If you're wondering what kind of thing you could use it for, take a look at the page of publicly visible hassles (www.hassleme.co.uk/hassles) for some ideas (beware, the page contains some strong language; such is human nature).

+ An Independent Reddit +

Reddit (reddit.com) is a site where you can save bookmarks and discuss them with other Reddit users (known as "redditors"). Better yet, the technology behind it can be fiddled to work in other situations, which is why there's now a Reddit site just for The Independent newspaper (independent.reddit.com). Over the coming months, Independent readers will be encouraged to sign up for accounts and share links there. The links can be from anywhere on the web, not just from the Independent's site.

+ Cool off +

One trouble with laptop computers is having them on your lap. They get too hot, and you get scored thighs. The computer industry feels your pain and is working on ways to make computers run cooler. One option is more efficient processor chips that generate less heat; another is to dissipate the heat that is generated in smarter ways. Intel has been looking at aircraft jet engines, and is looking at ways of getting the heat out in ultrathin "layers" that avoid the skin of the computer itself. Don't hold your breath, though, it might take a while to perfect it. In the meantime, buy a laptop cushion.

+ Browsing around... Halloween +

:: What is Halloween all about?
www.halloweenishere.com/history.html

:: How to make a jack-o-lantern
tinyurl.com/64tcus

:: All about apple bobbing
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bobbing_for_apples

:: Recipe for traditional Halloween cake, Barn Brack
tinyurl.com/6grhby

:: Face paint your little witches
tinyurl.com/6e3xtp

:: Get ready for next year: grow your own pumpkin
growingpumpkins.info/tips.php


+ Thing of the week + 

Roll up for the Robot Parade
http://vimeo.com/1293490

+ Giles Turnbull has a web site at gilest.org +
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